BORDEAUX INP

Bordeaux INP is composed by 5 Graduate Schools of Engineering composing the core of the Institute and 3 Graduate Schools of Engineering under collaborative agreement*: - ENSEIRB-MATMECA (Electronics, Computer Science, Telecommunications, Mathematics and Mechanics) - ENSC (Cognitics) - ENSTBB (Biotechnology) - ENSCBP (Chemistry, Physics and Biology) - ENSEGD (Environnement, Georesources and Sustainable Development) - Bordeaux Sciences Agro* - ENSGTV (Industrial Technologies) - ISABTP* (Civil Engineering)

Bordeaux INP is a member of Aquitaine Community of Universities and Institutions.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
19 engineering Programs (Master Degree)
- Biotechnology
- Chemistry&Physics
- Food Science
- Cognitics Science
- Electronics
- Computer Science
- Telecommunication
- Mathematics and Mechanics
- Environmet, Georesources and Sustainable Development
- Agronomy
- Chemical Engineering
- Energetics
- Civil Engineering
  including 6 programs by apprenticeship
- Embedded electronics Systems
- Materials
- Structure and Composites
- Food Industry
- Cadre dirigeant d’entreprise agricole

◆ RESEARCH
The research policy of the IPB is built around research laboratories. 11 of these laboratories are under the joint-supervision of the IPB, the Universities of Bordeaux 1 and Bordeaux Victor Segalen, the CNRS and the INRA. Research teams also run in partnership with the INRIA.

◆ STRENGTHS
- 8th at Usine Nouvelle Ranking of best French Engineering Schools
- 10th at Industrie &Technologie most innovative French engineering schools
- 3200 student of which 320 foreign students
- 19 programs 6 of which by modern apprenticeship
- Placement: average 14 month
- 1 International Master taught in English
- 12 research laboratories
- more than 60 student club less than 1,5 month for 1st job after graduation
- a network of 16 000 graduated students
- more than 120 partners institution over 5 continents: double degree, placements, FITEC programs (BRAFITEC, MEXFITEC, ARFITEC)

◆ LOCATION
Classified by UNESCO as World Heritage city, Bordeaux takes advantage of an unique localization, close to the Atlantic ocean, Basque Country, Pyrenees mountains and only 2 hours by high speed train from Paris, and in a near future the new high speed railway will reduce this travelling time to only 2 hours.

◆ IDENTITY FORM
- Precise name of the institution
  Institut Polytechnique de Bordeaux
- Type of institution
  Bordeaux INP is a Public Higher Education Institution.
- City where the main campus is located
  Pessac-Talence
- Number of students
  3 200
- Percentage or number of international students
  10%
- Type and level of qualifications awarded
  Engineer Degrees in 19 specializations but also specific degrees such as Master of Sciences.
- French language courses
  Yes - French for foreigners is offered as second language for foreign students Free course (1h30 per week)
- Programs for international students
  Yes
- Programs in English
  Yes - Bordeaux INP offers 4 full English taught programs: 3 at ENSCBP (Master 2 level) January-March - 1 Master Software verification at ENSEIRB-MATMECA
- Registration fees/year
  (for information only)
  Engineer Degree: 629.10€ (2013-2014) + social insurance 211€
- Postal address
  Avenue des Facultés - CS 60099 - 33405 Talence FRANCE

http://www.bordeaux-inp.fr/fr